CHAPTER ONE

What Is Good Corporate Governance?

*Merritt B. Fox and Michael A. Heller*

This book draws on a rich array of deviant corporate behavior from economies in transition to craft lessons for corporate governance theory. The very first lesson from transition is that standard corporate law theory needs a better definition of good corporate governance. Theorists have long used the term freely, but rarely explained just what they mean. We define corporate governance by looking to the economic functions of the firm. On the basis of this definition, we develop a typology that comprehensively shows all the channels through which bad corporate governance can inflict damage on a country’s real economy. Many of these channels are far more visible when approached from the transition angle, but they are present in rich economies, just harder to spot. This definition helps unify such seemingly diverse experiences as Miwa and Ramseyer’s nineteenth-century Japanese case in chapter 6 and Coffee’s modern Czech example in chapter 7.

In developing our definition, we use the Russian experience in the first post-Soviet decade for our primary case, in part because it exhibits such a rich array of deviant corporate behavior. Overall, Russian industry performed poorly after privatization. The voluminous literature on transition economies explains this poor performance primarily in terms of continued bureaucratic meddling, poor macroeconomic and tax policy, and low human capital; problems in corporate governance often are mentioned as well but little analyzed.\(^1\)

After the fall of Russian communism, state enterprises were privatized rapidly, stock markets created, and a corporate legal code adopted. However, even at its peak, before the 1998 collapse, the total stock market capitalization of Russia’s two hundred largest companies only reached about $130 billion\(^2\)—less than that of Intel Corporation. In early 1999 the numbers were “phenomenally abysmal; if they could sink any further, shares would literally have a value of zero. As it is, the entire market is made up of penny stocks.”\(^3\) These numbers represent a trivial fraction of the apparent value of the underlying corporate assets controlled by Russian corporations.\(^4\) The low prices reflect severe corporate governance problems, including the high probability that the
firms’ underlying assets will be mismanaged grossly and that whatever cash flow is produced will be diverted to benefit insiders or reinvested in unproductive projects, as Black, Kraakman, and Tarassova discuss in chapter 4.5 What were the consequences of these corporate governance problems for the real economy in Russia?

To answer this question, we define corporate governance in a way that looks to the economic functions of the firm rather than to any particular set of national corporate laws. Firms exhibit good corporate governance when they both maximize the firm’s residuals— the wealth generated by real operations of the firm—and, in the case of investor-owned firms, distribute the wealth so generated to shareholders in a pro rata fashion. Bad corporate governance is just the failure of a firm to meet one or both of these conditions. Whether managers operate their firms in ways that meet these conditions depends on the structure of constraints and incentives in which they operate, a structure that depends in part, but only in part, on the prevailing legal system—a point that Rapaczynski develops further in chapter 5. In this chapter, we give more precision to the idea of “bad” corporate governance by developing a novel typology of the kinds of damage to the real economy that loosely constrained and poorly incentivized managers can inflict. By canvassing a rich array of deviant behavior, we identify why this damage has been particularly severe in Russia.

Our analysis is not confined to the Russian experience alone; rather, it provokes rethinking of corporate governance theory more generally. For the first time and in a comprehensive way, we link poor corporate governance to real economy effects. We create an analytic tool that identifies the complete set of vulnerabilities to corporate governance problems that may arise in any economy and that helps to generate more tailored policy responses than previously possible. To skip ahead, the chapter works toward table 1.1, which summarizes the complete framework of corporate governance pathologies. We will arrive there by defining what counts as good corporate governance, and then by drilling down to each of the ways that governance can go wrong.

A Typology of Corporate Governance Failures

A. A Simple Definition

Commentators on transition economies invariably discuss the consequences of “poor corporate governance” but without specifying what that means. What little commentary does exist tends to focus on some idealized set of corporate law rules.7 In contrast, we measure the quality of corporate governance in terms of the social welfare impact of firm
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Table 1.1
Framework of Corporate Governance Pathologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathology 1: Unreformable value-destroying firms fail to close</th>
<th>Arises when an unreformable value-destroying firm can dissipate cash reserves or salvageable assets. Corporate governance is not the key issue when firm has no reserves or salvageable assets, or when subsidies or unsuitable credits are present.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pathology 2: Viable firms fail to use existing capacity efficiently</td>
<td>Arises when continued firm operation, if undertaken as efficiently as possible and without new investment, would be a positive net present value (NPV) decision, but costs are not minimized, the best price is not obtained for given output, or a non-profit-maximizing output level is chosen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology 3: Firms misinvest internally generated cash flows</td>
<td>Arises when a firm uses internally generated cash flow to invest in new negative NPV projects instead of paying out this cash flow to shareholders who could invest the funds better elsewhere in the economy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology 4: Firms fail to implement positive NPV projects</td>
<td>Arises when a firm identifies but then fails to act on positive NPV projects. Managers tend to be risk averse because they can’t diversify away unsystematic risk of a firm’s project. If others do not pick up the opportunity, the firm’s failure also reduces social welfare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology 5: Firms fail to identify positive NPV projects</td>
<td>Arises when a firm’s managers fail to identify positive NPV projects that the firm is particularly well positioned to find. The possibility of venture financing and spinoffs can reduce the prevalence and social costs of this pathology.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Non–pro rata distributions

| Pathology 6: Firms fail to prevent diversion of claims | Arises when some residual owners of a firm manipulate corporate, bankruptcy, and other laws to shift ownership away from other residual owners—often by diluting shares held by outside minority shareholders. |
| Pathology 7: Firms fail to prevent diversion of assets | Arises when some residual owners privately appropriate assets and opportunities belonging to the firm, but leave the firm’s formal ownership structure intact. |
decision making. We make no prejudgments about which institutional arrangements work best in any particular country. Indeed, Pistor’s and Mahoney’s work, in chapters 2 and 3, suggests the challenges of such an enterprise. Under our definition, good corporate governance requires two things: (1) managers must maximize their firm’s residuals; and (2) firms, at least investor-owned firms, must distribute those residuals on a pro rata basis to shareholders. Let us consider each element in turn.

The first key feature of a well-governed firm is that its managers make decisions that seek to maximize the residuals that the firm generates over time, discounted to present value. Residuals are defined as the difference between what a firm pays at contractually predetermined prices to obtain its inputs and what it receives for its output. We define this criterion in terms of residual maximization rather than share value maximization to avoid foreclosing the possibility that labor- or consumer-owned firms may be optimal in certain situations. In an ordinary investor-owned corporation, however, the residuals go to shareholders who provide the firm’s equity-based capital, which is the only input not obtained at contractually predetermined prices. Thus, for such a firm, maximizing share value is equivalent to maximizing residuals.

The conclusion that it is socially desirable for a firm to maximize its residuals flows from two assumptions, both of which are standard in simple models of the corporation: (1) that the firm purchases its inputs and sells its outputs in competitive markets, and (2) that there are no important externalities or subsidies. Thus, the contractually predetermined prices the firm pays for its inputs (other than its equity-based capital) are equal to the value of what the firm takes from society; similarly, the firm’s selling prices for its output equals the value of what it gives to society. Maximizing the difference in value between inputs and outputs maximizes the firm’s contribution to society and hence constitutes efficient behavior.

In the case of an ordinary investor-owned firm, the second feature of good governance is that the residuals are distributed to shareholders and in a pro rata fashion. Meeting this second condition is not strictly necessary for one-period, static efficiency. For a single period, all that is necessary is that the residuals be maximized, regardless of who receives them. The pro rata distribution condition is helpful, however, in achieving the efficient allocation of resources over time because pro rata distribution greatly increases the ability of firms to raise capital by issuing new equity.

For a firm to raise capital by selling equity at a price worthwhile to its owners, a firm needs credibly to promise to abide by both principles of good corporate governance—striving to maximize its future residuals and guaranteeing shareholders some determinable proportion of these
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residuals as dividends or other distributions. The expectation of eventually receiving such distributions is what makes worthwhile holding a share as a financial instrument and what induces outsiders to provide cash in return for shares. A firm gains credibility in several ways: by developing a record of abiding by its promises, by being subject to a binding legal system, and by structuring incentives so that managers gain if they fulfill their promises and suffer if they do not. If a firm acts contrary to its promises, it undermines its own record and becomes less able to acquire new equity financing. Note, also, that when a legal system fails to punish such a firm, an individual firm’s decision to break its promises imposes externalities: investors become generally less willing to buy equity of other firms governed by the same legal system. In other words, weak corporate governance in existing firms poisons the well for new firms that hope to use equity markets.

Defective corporate governance means that a firm does not meet one or both elements of our definition. Most attention in reports on transition economies has focused on problems relating to non–pro rata distributions: for example, when insiders dilute shares of outsiders, loot companies, fail to pay dividends, or engage in other tactics that deprive outside shareholders of their pro rata share of the wealth generated by the firm. Black, Kraakman, and Tarassova, later in this volume, develop a rich portrait of such non–pro rata behaviors. Non–pro rata distributions indeed do help explain low stock prices and the poor performance of the corporate sector. But failure to maximize residuals has the same effect, indeed even more directly. The vast transition economy literature never makes clear which failure dominates in any particular enterprise fiasco. Instead, bad corporate governance becomes a catchall explanation for problems that should be understood as being quite distinct. Pinning down and separating out these distinctions should prove helpful when it comes time to prescribe policy cures.

A cautionary methodological note is in order at the outset, however. The study of corporate governance in Russia is hampered by two problems. First, serious firm-level econometric study of corporate governance changes in Russia is difficult, if not impossible, because meaningful hard data on enterprise behavior are hard to come by. Firms did not publish credible accounts of their own performance, because managers hid their ongoing thefts of firm assets from outside shareholders and from others, including labor and the mafia, who likewise sought to steal those assets themselves. Back-tax debts, which pervaded the corporate sector, meant that any reported income might be seized, making the effective tax rate 100 percent. Thus, most income statements and balance sheets were fictional. Perhaps surprisingly, Miwa and Ramseyer, in chapter 6, are able to collect more robust corporate data on
nineteenth-century Japan than seems available for twenty-first-century Russia. Second, econometric work testing propositions about corporate governance based on country-level comparisons of economic performance is similarly difficult, as evidenced by Pistor's and Mahoney's work. Good corporate governance is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for achieving a developed capitalist economy—it simply helps. Italy, for example, has a vibrant economy even though the governance of its corporations generally would fall far short of the standards set out here.\textsuperscript{19} Russia, in contrast, likely would have continued to languish economically absent a solution for some of its other pressing problems even if its firms all fully met these standards. The sample size of countries is small relative to all the other factors that affect national economic performance.

These two problems mean that we are left with anecdotal accounts and surveys as our main sources of empirical information. These sources involve their own biases; nevertheless, they present a reasonably coherent picture of the landscape of corporate governance failures. Imposing a theoretical framework on this picture yields a plausible and informative account of the relationship between corporate governance and national economic performance.

B. The Failure to Maximize Residuals

In this section, we identify five distinct pathologies that loosely constrained and poorly incentivized managers may inflict on firms and that may result in the firms' failure to maximize residuals.\textsuperscript{20} We focus first on this prong of bad corporate governance because it is crucial to explaining why insiders sometimes do not operate their firm even to maximize their own joint benefit, a puzzle we take up in part III. As we shall see, the initial structure of ownership makes Russian firms particularly vulnerable to these five corporate governance pathologies. When the initial ownership structures intersect with untenable firm boundaries, the pathologies we identify here become self-reinforcing and even more intractable.

1. PATHOLOGY 1: CONTINUED OPERATION OF VALUE-DESTROYING FIRMS

Any economy has some unreformable value-destroying firms that should be shut down immediately.\textsuperscript{21} Continued operation of these firms, even if undertaken as efficiently as possible, represents a negative net present value decision from a social point of view: The cost of operation in the current period results in a social loss too great to be offset by social gains, if there are any, from continued operation in subsequent periods.\textsuperscript{22} Despite the social harm, institutional arrangements in
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an economy nevertheless may permit such a firm to continue operating. For example, in Russia the Tutayev Engine Factory continued to operate despite the plant manager’s estimate that “it costs the plant about 1.33 rubles to produce about 1 ruble in output.”23 In the case of many unreformable value-destroying firms, poor corporate governance is the main cause of their continued operation, and hence the reason for identifying this problem as the first type of potential corporate governance pathology. Firm managers wish to continue operations in order to hold on to their jobs and the associated perquisites.24 Because they are not constrained by effective corporate governance mechanisms, the managers get their way. In other cases, however, good corporate governance is not necessary to shut down a firm that in fact should be closed. And in yet other cases, good corporate governance is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to close the firm. Making these distinctions is important for identifying effective policy responses.

a. When Is Corporate Governance Relevant? Retain the assumption for a moment that an unreformable value-destroying firm purchases inputs and sells outputs in competitive markets; that there are no important externalities; and that credit and other finance is extended to firms only on a reasonably informed, rational basis. Even with no new investment, such a firm’s ordinary operations result, in the current period, in a negative cash flow (one that is sufficiently negative that expected future cash flow, discounted to present value, would, even if positive, be unable to offset it). The firm thus would lack enough current cash flow to purchase the inputs it needs to continue production and would lack cash flows in the future to use as a basis to obtain credit or other finance sufficient to cover this deficit.

The importance of corporate governance here depends entirely on whether the firm has any cash reserves or assets with significant salvage value. Without reserves or salvageable assets, the firm would be forced to close immediately, regardless of how much its managers wanted to continue operations, and regardless of how ineffective existing corporate governance mechanisms were in restraining the managers. Russia’s generally outmoded factories suggest that many firms lacked assets with any significant salvage value.25 There was also a general cash shortage.26 Thus, absent subsidies and problems in the way credit is extended, many firms whose continued operation was value destroying would have shut down promptly even though the corporate governance regime was highly ineffective. Neither improved corporate governance nor an effective bankruptcy regime would have been necessary to eliminate such firms.27

For firms with reserves or salvageable assets, however, effective corporate governance is necessary to shut down the firm immediately. Even
if the legal regime reflects a sound model, there is still the problem of enforcement, as Pistor shows in chapter 2. With weak enforcement, managers can indulge their desires to continue operation. Where cash reserves are available, the cash can be used directly to buy the needed inputs. Where the firm has salvageable assets, cash can be raised by selling the assets or using them as a basis for gaining credit. Many value-destroying Russian firms did have assets with significant salvage value.28 Manufacturing businesses, for example, often were located inside large cities on real estate with far more value in other uses. If a firm has a negative cash flow, its managers nevertheless may be able to keep operating by cashing out the salvage value of these assets to acquire needed inputs. Even with a positive cash flow, closing the firm may be socially desirable once the rental value of the land is counted properly as an opportunity cost.29

b. The Role of Subsidies and Inappropriate Credit and Finance. Now, drop the assumptions made above concerning subsidies, credit, and finance. Where there is a subsidy, or where credit or finance is extended on other than a reasonably informed and rational basis, a firm can have a positive cash flow even though the social benefit from the firm’s output might be less than the social cost of its inputs. Under such circumstances, the firm’s continued operation, even though involving a social loss, can be perfectly consistent with maximizing residuals. Corporate governance mechanisms that push a firm’s managers to maximize residuals will not lead by themselves to the socially desirable result of closing down these firms. Indeed, for firms without reserves or salvageable assets, the quality of corporate governance is not even relevant. Such firms will be shut down, regardless of the quality of corporate governance, only if the subsidies or inappropriate credit provision is ended.30

Russia continued to provide many subsidies, particularly in the energy area.31 The system by which input suppliers were paid, often involving barter, was highly chaotic, implying that credit was not extended in a rational, well-informed fashion.32 Workers often became involuntary creditors when firms did not pay them.33 All this suggests that, while many Russian firms that were continuing to operate should have been shut down immediately, improved corporate governance would not, or would not by itself, have solved the problem. Instead, elimination of subsidies and improvement of the credit process were necessary reforms.

In sum, Russian firms that should have been shut down immediately fall into three groups. The first consists of firms with no cash reserves or assets with significant salvage value that did not benefit from subsidies or unsuitable credit extensions. These firms were presumably closing on their own, no matter how bad their corporate governance mech-
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anisms. In the second group are firms with no cash reserves or assets with significant salvage value but that did benefit from subsidies or unsuitable credit extensions. Given the pervasiveness of the problems that existed in the economy, particularly the provision of energy at below world market prices, this second group may well be much larger than the first. Effectively addressing the subsidy and credit problems will cause these firms to close, but they will not close otherwise. Improvements in corporate governance will have no effect on this second group. The third group, which is also large, includes firms with cash reserves or assets with significant salvage value that also benefited from subsidies or unsuitable credit extensions. These firms will not close unless there is both an improvement in corporate governance and an end to the subsidies and unsuitable credit extensions.

c. The ZiL Example. Moscow’s ailing ZiL truck company is a useful example of a firm in the third group. The company was a “dinosaur” that continued to produce many of the same poor-quality trucks that it did under the Soviet regime, despite the trucks’ terrible reputation and scant market. As two reporters note:

The total amount of [postprivatization] state assistance to ZiL through various channels is estimated at approximately $100 million. . . .

. . . “The plant never regarded the money it received as credits that had to be paid back.” . . .

While receiving money for the production of trucks that customers were unwilling to pay for, ZiL continued to ship them out. . . .

. . . From force of old Soviet habit, it kept pushing to fulfill a plan that was long gone, at a time when it should have been cutting production and thinking about structural reorganization.

As the company continued to fall apart, Moscow mayor Yuri Luzhkov acquired a controlling stake for the city in the firm but kept incumbent management in place. Consistent with Rapaczynski’s findings in chapter 5, these corporate insiders performed poorly, despite privatization. Rather than closing the firm and liquidating its main assets, the mayor reportedly began ordering city services to buy ZiL vehicles only. He also secured a large new line of credit on the basis of the firm’s main asset, “tens of hectares of prime land in south Moscow with a potential market value of hundreds of millions of dollars.” The mayor’s plans were to relocate the firm’s production facilities, raise about $35 million by selling forty-nine-year leases to some of the land, and then transfer the new funds to the company rather than to shareholders or to more viable firms. But, as one commentator suggested, “it is not clear that even Luzhkov can create a market for ZiL trucks.”
Shutting down the firm at the outset likely would have been the residual-maximizing decision. The government could have targeted its limited subsidies to providing a social safety net for workers, and the land could have been sold to its highest-value users at a price that would have substantially benefited shareholders. As it was, outside shareholders “realized that, despite the municipal and federal authorities’ special treatment of this flagship of the automotive industry, the enterprise was a hopeless failure, and [when] they tried to exert some direct influence on the situation . . . [it] proved to be not such an easy thing to do.”

2. PATHOLOGY 2: FAILURE TO USE EXISTING CAPACITY EFFICIENTLY

The second type of pathology arises when continued operation, if undertaken as efficiently as possible and without new investment, would be a positive net present value decision, but operation is not done as efficiently as possible. Costs are not minimized, the best price is not obtained for a given level of output, or a non-profit-maximizing output level is chosen—again, all common problems in Russia. Thus, residuals are not maximized. Such firms should not shut down, but they should deploy existing facilities more efficiently. Their residuals shortfall represents a social welfare–diminishing corporate governance failure.

Consider, for example, the Baltic Shipping Company (BSC), “Russia’s oldest and best known shipping enterprise.” Under the Soviets, the firm already had wide experience working on world markets, but they relied on inexpensive Russian fuel to cover for management deficiencies, and these deficiencies, unlike the low fuel prices, persisted into the postprivatization period:

Nearly everyone admits that the management at BSC has simply not been up to the challenges of a new economy. . . .

In his parting words, former president Filimonov, who retains a place on the board, pretty much admitted the management could not adapt. “Those titles we’ve become accustomed to hearing, such as deputy chief of finances, are simply not those functions that these people have become used to fulfilling.”

Although the firm could have been profitable, BSC faced a “spiral of decline” that could “lead to the company’s fleet disappearing completely.” According to one official, “It’s difficult to say how many ships we have in operation, because at any moment, we could get another call saying another ship has been seized [by creditors].”

The widespread existence of Pathology 2 may mask the potential extent of Pathology 1. If firms generally are not using their inputs efficiently, the marginal products of these inputs are likely to be lower, and thus, in a competitive economy, the price that needs to be paid for them
and the opportunity cost of their use will be lower as well. A wholesale reduction in Pathology 2 will increase the price and social opportunity cost of at least some, and quite possibly all, major classes of inputs.\textsuperscript{52} Input price adjustments may sharply increase the number of firms displaying Pathology 1 as the increased opportunity cost of their inputs makes their continued operation socially undesirable.

3. PATHOLOGY 3: MISINVESTMENT OF INTERNALLY GENERATED CASH FLOW

The third type of pathology arises when a firm uses its internally generated cash flow to invest in new negative net present value projects. Instead of making bad investments, such a firm should pay out this cash flow to shareholders. Shareholders could invest these funds better elsewhere in the economy.\textsuperscript{53} An example of Pathology 3 includes the seemingly responsible act of using funds labeled by accountants as depreciation to replace worn-out plant and equipment, if doing so is a negative net present value project. Pathology 3 can arise in conjunction with, or independently of, Pathology 2. Significant indirect evidence from two sources suggests that Pathology 3 is widespread in Russia.

First, consider the paucity of interfirm cash flows in Russia. In any economy, good investment opportunities are unlikely to be spread so evenly among existing enterprises that interfirm transfers of cash flows through capital markets are not called for. Nor is the quality of existing firms’ opportunities likely to be consistently superior to the opportunities that could be found by new firms. Thus, some existing firms (capital-surplus firms) will have cash flows greater than what is needed to fund all their positive net present value projects; other existing firms (capital-deficit firms) will have insufficient cash flows to fund all such projects. In addition, there will exist new firms that have positive net present value projects but that, by definition, have no cash flows at all. Thus, interfirm cash flow transfers are called for from surplus firms to deficit firms and new firms. In a market economy with clearly distinct firms, these transfers are accomplished when surplus firms pay dividends and deficit firms and new firms enter the capital markets, through, for example, the offering of new equity. In Russia, firms paid little or nothing in the way of dividends\textsuperscript{54} and equity finance was negligible.\textsuperscript{55} The lack of interfirm transfers strongly suggests that the surplus firms were instead displaying Pathology 3 and likely investing in negative net present value projects.\textsuperscript{56}

The second source of indirect evidence for Pathology 3 relates to firms’ failure to make pro rata distributions of residuals. One way that controlling shareholders can divert a disproportionate share of residuals to themselves is to have the firm invest in projects personally benefiting these shareholders. On balance, controlling shareholders may
prefer to fund such projects, even if they have a negative net present value—their personal benefits more than outweigh the reduction in share value from implementing the project. Controlling shareholders will be able to indulge these preferences if the mechanisms to constrain non–pro rata distribution of dividends are weak. The abundant evidence of non–pro rata distributions in Russia also strongly suggests that Pathology 3 is still likely to be prevalent.

4. Pathology 4: Failure to Implement Positive Net Present Value Projects

The fourth pathology of residual nonmaximization arises directly or indirectly when a firm identifies, but then fails to act on, positive net present value projects. If others do not pick up the opportunity, the firm's failure reduces social welfare, because of the forgone chance to deploy funds to produce a return greater than the cost.

Pathology 4 is a direct result of corporate governance failures in cases in which managers, because of weak control mechanisms, reject a positive net present value project because they wish to avoid personal risk. Managers tend to be risk averse because they cannot diversify away the unsystematic risk associated with any individual firm project. If managers can get away with it, they may reject projects with high expected returns if the projects have high unsystematic risk as well, even though such rejections are not in the interests of shareholders or society as a whole. By contrast, portfolio shareholders, who can diversify their holdings, are risk neutral with respect to unsystematic project-level risk. Management risk aversion causes problems everywhere, but the problems were likely accentuated in established Russian firms because incumbent managers typically internalized a high degree of risk aversion through Soviet-era careers in which punishment for major mistakes far exceeded gains from major successes. Rapaczynski's work in chapter 5, this volume, reinforces this view that the type of private owner matters, with firms controlled by the prior incumbent managers typically undergoing less successful restructuring.

Corporate governance failures also can lead firms indirectly to forgo positive net present value projects. Consider a firm with willing managers and with the prospect of a value-creating project that is nevertheless unable to proceed because financing is unavailable at a price equal to the capital's social opportunity cost. The lack of financing may be an externality imposed by corporate governance failures in other firms. When firms generally fail to make pro rata distributions and to maximize residuals, they may severely undermine the ability of firms with good projects to acquire financing through new equity offerings. Banks are the usual alternative sources for outside finance, but in Russia, banks are still providing little long-term corporate lending. The lack of a vibrant new eq-
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uity market or of bank financing proves fatal for good projects in firms that do not generate sufficient internal funds to self-finance the project.\(^5\)

In Russia, failures by established firms to take advantage of what appear to be positive net present value projects have been spectacularly large. Consider, for example, the saga at Segezhabumprom, one of Russia's biggest pulp and paper mills.\(^6\) Swedish owners acquired a 57 percent stake in the firm, while a major pulp distributor and the Karelian regional government controlled most of the rest of the shares. Early in the relationship, when the town of Segezha had run out of fuel oil, the Swedes were sufficiently enthusiastic that they agreed to “burn expensive wood chips, normally used in paper production, to prevent the town from freezing.”\(^6\) Later, the Swedes identified, and committed to make, more than $100 million in new investments. However, the modernization plans provoked local suspicion that there would be job losses, prompting a campaign to force the Swedes out, in a drive that included judicial findings that the Swedes’ initial share purchases had been illegal.\(^6\) A breakpoint occurred when the Russian co-owners—the regional government and the major distributor—refused to cofund the working capital to keep the plant open.\(^6\) By the end of this episode, the Swedes had abandoned the investment and written off their ownership stake, but only after the existing managers and local government officials had driven them off, using “mafia-style threats against [their] staff.”\(^6\) A story of this sort is likely to scare off even a determined large-scale investor, which in most countries could protect itself using the control powers that come with large shareownership. The story is even more discouraging for individual noncontrol portfolio investors. As discussed further in part V, events such as those at Segezhabumprom also suggest that Russian corporate law enforcement may be so weak that the results of the ordinary processes of corporate decision making are not respected by officials charged with enforcing property rights. Incumbent managers still appear to have de facto property rights in assets whose title is nominally in the hands of the corporation.

5. Pathology 5: Failure to Identify Positive Net Present Value Projects

The fifth type of pathology arises when a firm’s managers fail even to identify positive net present value projects that the firm, through its specialization and the resulting accumulation of knowledge, is particularly well positioned to find.\(^5\) Organizational capacity to identify these opportunities is related to the incentives available to firm employees for identifying such projects as well as the incentives for them to help one another in a joint endeavor to do so.\(^6\)

In the United States, venture capital significantly reduces the social costs of Pathology 5 by making available funds for promising projects
that employees identify, but managers misassess. Venture capital also significantly lessens the effects of Pathology 4 on the U.S. economy by making spinoffs possible whereby employees suggesting promising projects can implement the proposal by creating a new firm, despite the employer’s rejection. The possibility of getting rich in a spinoff gives employees substantial incentives to identify positive net present value projects even if they work for firms that ultimately may not implement the ideas. Furthermore, when spinoffs occur, Pathologies 4 and 5 do not harm the economy, because the project is implemented anyway.

In Russia, venture capital has not been readily available. Therefore, Pathology 5 is likely to be more prevalent in Russia than in the United States, and Pathology 4 is likely to be more damaging. Ronald Gilson and Bernard Black have argued persuasively that a necessary condition for developing venture capital is a vibrant equity market. Miwa and Ramseyer’s Japanese textile example in chapter 6 in this volume reinforces the view that even a developing economy can create a significant public equity market under certain conditions. But Russia will not be able to develop such a market until most of its firms begin to try to maximize residuals and give pro rata distributions. Again, we see the cumulative, self-reinforcing tendency of multiple corporate governance pathologies.

C. The Failure to Make Pro Rata Distributions

The second feature of good corporate governance is that a firm makes the residuals it generates available on a pro rata basis to the residual claimants, that is, to the common shareholders in an investor-owned company. Much of modern corporate law has been built around this principle, not only in rules requiring that dividends and distributions be made pro rata, but also in the basic fiduciary rules policing non-arm’s-length transactions involving insiders and the corporation. In post-privatization Russia, violation of this second feature has been the most visible and widely reported symptom of bad corporate governance. Just as nonmaximization comes in different flavors, Russian firms have exhibited a wide range of non–pro rata distributions, which we simplify into two main groups, each with many variations, explored in more depth by Black, Kraakman, and Tarassova in chapter 4. Loosely, one type is what we call “diversion of claims” and the other, “diversion of assets.” We explore each in turn.

1. Pathology 6: Diversion of Claims

To give just a few illustrations, ranging from blatant to subtle, managers divert claims of the corporation when they refuse to register share
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purchases by outsiders,\textsuperscript{73} refuse to recognize board directors properly elected by outside shareholders,\textsuperscript{74} dilute stock in ways that freeze out outsiders by issuing shares to insiders for inadequate consideration,\textsuperscript{75} or engage in fake bankruptcies that wipe out shareowners’ interests.\textsuperscript{76} The key feature of these non–pro rata distributions is that the people perpetrating them, usually insider owner-managers, are keeping the firm, including its assets and opportunities, intact. They gain instead by manipulating the corporate legal system and the bankruptcy law and other laws in an effort to reduce or eliminate the claims of some or all of the firm’s shareholders on the firm’s residuals—usually wiping out the outside minority shareholders.\textsuperscript{77} As one investor put it, “‘A 51% shareholding interest in a Russian company conveys to the owner a license to steal from the remaining 49%.’”\textsuperscript{78}

In one notorious case that dragged on for years, the incumbent manager at Kuban Gypsum-Knauf refused to vacate even though he had been fired by the majority owner, a German company.\textsuperscript{79} Supported by the local government, the manager installed Cossack guards, held his own shareholder meetings, locked out the owners, diluted the owners’ stock, and ignored dozens of court rulings against him over the years.\textsuperscript{80} Finally, and for the first time in Russia, the German owners were able to wrestle their way back in, following intervention by a commission headed by the prime minister.\textsuperscript{81} According to one Knauf lawyer, “‘It’s a sort of legal nihilism. . . . The farther from Moscow, the less attention they pay to the legal side of things. There is no understanding of a final court decision.’”\textsuperscript{82}

And managers were not the only ones diverting control. Reports suggest that local and regional governments with minority-share interests began engaging in the same game, forcing firms into bankruptcy over unpaid taxes and then asserting control, in essentially a form of renationalization in cases where tax rates are absurdly high, exceeding 100 percent marginal rates.\textsuperscript{83} Also, outside shareholders such as those associated with financial-industrial groups (FIGs) have taken over firms, replaced managers, and then also froze out minority shareholders, including employees.\textsuperscript{84}

Many of these tactics are familiar to students of the history of Western corporate law, as Mahoney explores in chapter 3, but in Russia this game seems limited only by the creativity of those controlling the firm: the Russian regulatory apparatus has been notoriously ineffective in controlling such diversions. To give one example, in late 1997, insider shareholders had the Sidanko oil company offer exclusively to themselves, for nominal consideration, a form of bonds that were convertible into Sidanko shares.\textsuperscript{85} Once the conversion occurred, the remaining shareholders would see their ownership stake diluted down to one-third.
of their original claim, yet the company gained no significant new assets.86 The only unusual aspect of this share dilution was that for the first time in its history, the Russian Securities and Exchange Commission, in the glare of particularly intense negative press about the scheme, intervened, in early 1998, and blocked the issuance of the convertible bonds. As a result, the majority insiders agreed to negotiate with minority shareholders.87 Such regulatory oversight has been extremely rare in Russia. But even this victory was Pyrrhic. Since then, Sidanko insiders apparently have forced the company into a fake bankruptcy, effectively freezing out another major shareholder, British Petroleum, which had invested $500 million in the firm for 10 percent ownership, a stake now apparently worthless despite the valuable assets that the reorganized firm will control.88

Professor Coffee, in his comparison in part IV of the relatively successful Polish privatization experience and relatively unsuccessful Czech experience, gives considerable credit to well-enforced securities law rules requiring ownership transparency and prohibiting any person or group from crossing a certain percentage of ownership threshold without making a tender offer for all the firm’s shares. In countries with relatively weak corporate laws, such securities law rules may be necessary conditions to prevent widespread diversion of claims. The Russian experience, however, suggests that so many things were wrong that they would not constitute sufficient conditions.89

2. PATHOLOGY 7: DIVERSION OF ASSETS

The second major class of non-pro rata distributions, and the last pathology in our framework, involves direct diversion of assets and opportunities belonging to the firm. The key feature of this type of corporate governance failure is that insiders leave the ownership structure intact as they hollow out the firm.90 For managers, diversion of assets may be accomplished by outright looting of the firm—taking cash or assets belonging to the firm and effectively giving title to themselves.91 Or it may take the form of sweetheart business deals with firms controlled by insiders or their families,92 using, for example, transfer-pricing agreements that move profits to subsidiaries or parents in which the insiders have a larger interest.93 According to one report, “Protecting sweetheart financial deals is behind much of the hostility to outside investors. Virtually every Russian enterprise, big or small, is surrounded by “independent” companies set up by managers or their families. In many cases, sales and purchasing contracts are structured to go through these firms, raking off profits from the main enterprise.”94

Russian firms also engage in non-pro rata distribution of residuals when they continue to pay for redundant shareholder employees or
when they provide public services without compensation or relief from reasonably and equitably imposed tax obligations. The experience of Tatneft shows a simple but creative form of non–pro rata distribution in favor of a local-government shareholder. According to one report, Tatneft is the victim of parasitism, pure and simple. . . . [Regional] bureaucrats who control the company essentially were under orders to borrow as much money as possible on international capital markets to support the region’s economy and the government’s pet programs. . . . The company piled on almost $800 million in debt in 1997 alone, and now has over $1 billion of the stuff on its balance sheet. Tatneft was forced to make sizeable loans to the regional government (now broke).95

Neither the diversion of assets nor the diversion of claims noted in the previous section necessarily decreases social welfare in a static analysis—the diversions merely redistribute wealth from one group of owners to another. But moving to a dynamic analysis changes the story. If outsiders do not believe that they will receive pro rata distributions, then they will be unwilling generally to treat shares as financial assets, and they will be unwilling to provide equity finance in exchange for anything less than total control.96 So the prevalence of diversion imposes a substantial externality on the Russian enterprise sector. Because potential outside investors cannot protect against ex post diversions of their investments in firms that turn out to be successful, they have little ex ante incentive to invest on terms that would be appealing to firms with positive net present value projects.97

D. A Simple Framework Meets Complex Failures

Table 1.1 above summarizes our framework of Russia’s corporate governance pathologies. Real-world cases do not fit neatly into one or another of the boxes we describe, but rather represent complex mixtures of several failures. To start, if managers are neither sufficiently constrained nor given incentives to prevent the diverting of claims, they similarly will be able to divert assets—both types of diversion may be undertaken at once, often in ways that are hard to tease apart.98 Next, there is a potential interaction between the failure to make pro rata distributions and the failure to maximize residuals.

Some tactics used to effect a non–pro rata distribution of a firm’s wealth have no direct effect on residual maximization. This generally would be true of diversion of claims and of brazen, outright theft of assets. Other tactics, however, do reduce a firm’s residuals; for example, when owner-managers grant themselves unjustifiably large perquisites,99 make non-arm’s-length sweetheart deals involving the company and its
insiders, or engage in direct thefts of assets that require considerable efforts to cover up.

Finally, a management intent on, and especially skilled in, diversions may have neither the time nor the ability to give adequate attention to maximizing residuals as well. Consider AvtoVAZ, Russia’s largest automaker coming out of the Soviet era. The company evidenced several of the pathologies of nonmaximization of residuals: it continued to employ 114,000 workers and essentially constituted the town of Togliatti; production took 450 worker-hours per car, compared with 15 worker-hours for Toyota; seven of ten current production models were designed in the 1970s; the firm lacked working capital; and the size of the plant made changeover to new production extremely expensive. Poor management undermined the company in many ways: working capital disappeared, “insider deals and criminal groups sap would-be profits, and attempts at reform have been half-baked at best.” According to one analyst, “The company is going to die a death by a thousand cuts. It’s just going to sit there . . . until someone sees the potential value in some of its assets, strips them out and creates a different franchise or does a complete management overhaul.” With its mix of management failures, the company became the country’s largest tax laggard. To get an extension on tax arrears, the firm guaranteed that it would dilute its stock enough to give 51 percent of voting shares to the government if the firm missed two tax payments. But then the firm proved unable to finish cars, because “almost the entire amount of income [was] used to pay taxes.” After missing several tax payments, AvtoVAZ agreed to what amounted to renationalization.

And so, with AvtoVAZ in mind, we turn to part II and examine in more detail how firm performance is linked to the key elements of good corporate governance. That is, how do the mediating effects of law, owners and managers, and stock markets affect firm behavior and its impact on the real economy?
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